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Berenberg Macro Flash 

 

Germany unemployment change (national definition), sa, Germany unemployment change (national definition), sa, Germany unemployment change (national definition), sa, Germany unemployment change (national definition), sa, AprilAprilAprilApril    (labour agency data)(labour agency data)(labour agency data)(labour agency data)    

    

Actual:Actual:Actual:Actual:        ----8888kkkk    

Previous: -14k  

Consensus: -15k 

 

GGGGererererman “core” employment is booming as unemployment continues to fallman “core” employment is booming as unemployment continues to fallman “core” employment is booming as unemployment continues to fallman “core” employment is booming as unemployment continues to fall. However, overall job creation has 

slowed since the start of the year, which could be a result of the national minimum wage, which makes some 

forms of flexible employment such as internships unviable. As a result, we observe a shift within employment, 

away from temporary jobs into permanent, better-paying ones. In the short-term, that is good news as it 

strengthens households’ job security and incomes. In the longer-term, however, the lack of overall employment 

growth and the reduced flexibility will come back to haunt German companies and the wider economy when the 

next downturn happens. 

 

Germany’s labour market will continue to benefit ermany’s labour market will continue to benefit ermany’s labour market will continue to benefit ermany’s labour market will continue to benefit from strong output growth as the economy recovers from the 

euro crisis and last year’s Putin shock and in turn ensures solid gains in consumption. The unemployment rate 

was unchanged at 6.4% as unemployment fell by 8k in April. Open positions increased further to a new record 

since at least 1999 at 542k, signalling firms’ difficulties to find suitable workers despite a remaining pool of un-

employed of nearly 2.8 million. Total employment increased by 10k in March, meaning employment was nearly 

unchanged since the start of the year. However, “core” employment, which pays enough to be liable for social 

security contributions, increased by a whopping 64k in February, highlighting the shift within employment to-

wards these jobs. Conversely, the number of people with very low paying jobs has fallen by more than 100k on its 

Q4 average, breaking a long trend of modest gains as the minimum wage bites. 

 

German labour market data (Bundesbank data) 

 

 APRAPRAPRAPR    MARMARMARMAR    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    NOVNOVNOVNOV    

UE rate % sa 6.4 6.4 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.6 

UE change, sa -8k -14k -19k -9k -25k -15k 

Job creation, sa --- 10k 7k -14k 30k 21k 

“Core” job creation, sa --- --- 64k 39k 50k 81k 

 

Source: Deutsche Bundesbank 

This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is 

not a financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhan-

delsgesetz), no investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim 

completeness regarding the information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regard-

ed as a substitute for the recipient’s procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The 

message may include certain descriptions, statements, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential devel-

opment based on assumptions, which may turn out to be incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no 

liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind arising out of the use of this 

message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our website or con-

tact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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